North-South Corridor
Darlington Upgrade Project
Weekend works and pedestrian access changes
Ayliffes Road intersection with South Road, St Marys

As part of the Darlington Upgrade Project, weekend works will be undertaken at the Ayliffes Road
intersection with South Road and Shepherds Hill Road from 8pm Friday 19 January until 6am Monday 22
January 2018.
The works will involve realigning the intersection in readiness for a traffic switch which will occur next
month. Further information regarding the traffic switch will be provided closer to this event.
Activities to be undertaken throughout the weekend include: removal of existing traffic signals and poles,
asphalting works, installation of traffic signals in their new location and line-marking.
As a result of the intersection realignment, the pedestrian crossing providing access across South Road at
Ayliffes Road will be removed. This will occur at approximately 8pm on Friday evening and is a permanent
arrangement. The map overleaf provides further details.
After this time, pedestrians wishing to access bus stop 25 on South Road (northbound) will be required to
walk along the eastern side of South Road and cross at Brookman Avenue/Tonsley Boulevard.
A grader, loader, rollers, asphalt paver, trucks and light towers will be used to undertake these works.
Traffic Management
 Temporary traffic signals will operate at the intersection and traffic controllers will direct motorists
as required.
 During the day, a minimum of three lanes will be maintained on Main South Road and two lanes of
traffic will be maintained on Ayliffes Road.
 At night, traffic will be reduced to two lanes on Main South Road and one lane on Ayliffes Road.
 Speed restrictions will apply in the vicinity of the works.
 Access to Ayliffes Road and all properties along the work area will remain available.
Please plan ahead, allow extra travel time, take extra care when workers are on site and observe speed
and lane restrictions when travelling through the area.
If you have any questions or would like to speak to a member of the project team please contact us on
1300 759 334 or alternatively email: enquiries@gatewaysouth.com.au.
Kind Regards,
Darlington Upgrade Project Team
18 January 2018

